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Creating proper and watering systems is critical for managing livestock. Not only do
farmers need fencing to contain their livestock on their property, but also to ensure the
livestock eat down the forage intended rather than areas that are supposed to be rested. With
temporary fencing there are many options for laying out flexible fencing which will be discussed
below. In many rotational grazing setups access to water is the limiting factor. There are
options and considerations that can make a watering system more flexible as well. When
trying to develop or improve a rotational grazing strategy being able to create flexible fencing
and watering systems can provide valuable opportunities.
An important first step in creating effective flexible fencing and watering systems is to
spend time planning. It is important to have a clear idea of how many different pastures are
needed for the rotational system being considered. Every farm has a different footprint and
terrain challenges that must be considered in the layout. For farms that have long narrow
footprints, the cost to run water to the back of the farm can be cost prohibitive for some
farmers. In some cases, the layout can reduce the required water line or a spring or pond could
be developed as an alternative source. It's also important to identify existing fence lines that
are going to remain in a new or redesigned rotational system.
When laying out flexible fencing systems there are two types of fencing that will likely
be included on most farms: permanent and temporary. Permanent fencing is designed to be
set up and not removed for the lifespan of the fence (anywhere from 10 to 50 years).
Permanent fencing can include board, pipe, woven wire, barbed wire, electrified high tensile,
fixed knot high tensile materials. These permanent fences should exist on the perimeters of the
property but may also be used on the interior (Fig 1). Temporary fencing predominantly
depends on electricity to create a psychological barrier to contain livestock. Temporary fencing
often uses a single electrified strand of wire, poly wire, poly rope or poly tape (Fig 2) to create a
barrier between the area of the pasture livestock are supposed to graze and other areas that
are at rest (growing more forage). Temporary fence does require some training for the animals,
requires a good source of electricity via a solar, battery‐operated, or AC plug‐in energizer, and
requires proper grounding to complete the circuit. One important step to consider in making a
fencing system flexible is setting up your energizer and ground rods in such a way that
electricity can be picked up anywhere on the farm. For electrified high tensile fencing this is
readily available. For other fencing types that may take more consideration.
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Watering systems include many different components depending on the source of
water (Fig 3). For systems that run off city water the water tanks can be placed as needed
throughout the farm but running lines from the meter can be expensive. Ideally, water will be
run in a main line toward the back of the farm, but smaller branches can be created as well.
There are both portable and permanent systems that can be developed using city water.
Permanent systems need to be carefully placed and should be accessible when pastures are
broken up in different layouts. Portable watering systems allow for more possible locations for
the tanks, but it is important to not run water lines too long as the lines tend to be smaller with
more pressure drop. For well water, similar components to city water are required as well as a
pump. With wells, it is preferred to have the well near a source of electricity, which may affect
multiple components of the layout including where key structures and electrical services are
located. For pond‐based systems, either the pond should have a controlled access point or
water lines with tanks can be developed with or without a pump depending on the terrain.
Kentucky is well situated for using surface water storage due to the large rainfall totals
experienced. There are also opportunities to develop springs depending on the location.
With proper planning, both fencing and watering systems can be flexible for use in a
rotational grazing system. It is important to note that there are many different styles of fencing
and watering systems. Not only does the system need to be flexible in terms of setting up the
rotational system but also functional for the farmer in terms of use and maintenance.

Figure 1. Permanent fencing options (fixed knot high tensile and electrified high tensile) for
perimeter or some interior fence lines.
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Figure 2. Temporary fencing wire options: 16‐gauge soft steel wire and polywire.

Figure 3. A low‐cost spring fed option and a commercially available heated tank on city water.
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